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The Queen’s University Geological Sciences & Geological Engineering GARNET (Geo-

Alumni Resource NETwork) program was created to provide a means to facilitate 

connections between young alumni and current students and to provide a learning 

environment for career development.   It reinforces the relationship that must exist 

between industry and academia to achieve a relevant academic program. A wonderful 

willingness by young alumni to support this program continued in 2020-2021. Our 

young alumni were keen to be able to provide career advice and guidance to current 

students.  

In September, young Geo-alumni were contacted and invited to volunteer as a mentor 

for a current fourth-year student in the Department of Geological Sciences & Geological 

Engineering.  Each prospective mentor provided background information relating to 

the area of interest they would be most comfortable speaking to a mentee about.  

In September 2020, Geological Science class of 2021 students and Geological 

Engineering class of 2021 students were invited to participate in this program.  

Interested students completed a form outlining their first, second and third choice of 

career/research interest.  After a review of the participation application, mentees were 

matched with a mentor that best suited their interest.  In January 2021, the mentorship 

opportunity was expanded and offered to students in third year. 

The mentor and mentee partnerships provided a wonderful learning experience for all 

participants.  Mentees and mentors were invited to share their comments and/or 

suggestions on a year-end feedback form and some of these comments are reflected 

below: 

General Program Comments 

Mentor Program Comments 

× άThe GARNET program is a terrific way for alumni to give back to Queens University.  It 
provides industry professionals the opportunity to deliver guidance to geological engineering 



 
× “This a fantastic program and I would highly recommend all soon to be grads to participate. 

It is such a valuable resource to have a connection in a professional setting who can help 
answer questions and offer guidance for a person starting a career.έ 
 

× άThe Garnet program is such a great initiative. Formalized mentorship in geosciences is 
something that is lacking. Giving students an opportunity to connect with alumni can 
develop friendships, expand career opportunities and potentially shape the future of our field 
of studȅΦέ 
 

× ά¢ƘŜ D!wb9¢ ƳŜƴǘƻǊǎƘƛǇ ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳ ǿŀǎ Ƴȅ ŦƛǊǎǘ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ŀŎǘƛƴƎ ŀǎ ŀ ƳŜƴǘƻǊΦ ²Ŝ ƳŜǘ ōƛǿŜŜƪƭȅ 
on a 30 min to 1 hr video call after the workday for about 3 months. I enjoyed getting to know 
my mentee and sharing my experience with her. Her interests did not perfectly line up with mine, 
so I introduced her to some of my colleagues in different disciplines on our calls. Our meetings 
ǘǳǊƴŜŘ ƻǳǘ ǘƻ ōŜ ŀ ƎƻƻŘ ƴŜǘǿƻǊƪƛƴƎ ƻǇǇƻǊǘǳƴƛǘȅ ŦƻǊ ōƻǘƘ Ƴȅ ƳŜƴǘŜŜ ŀƴŘ L ŀǎ ǿƻǳƭŘƴΩǘ ƻǘƘŜǊǿƛǎŜ 
ƘŀǾŜ ƳŀŘŜ ǘƘŜ ǘƛƳŜ ǘƻ ǘŀƭƪ ǘƻ Ƴȅ ŎƻƭƭŜŀƎǳŜǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ǿƻǊƪΦέ 

 

Mentee Program Comments 

× ɁThis is an exceptional program to get to know an industry professional more personally, get 

career advice and/or understand what transition between undergrad and working in industry is 

ÓÐÒÌȭɯ(ÛɀÚɯÈÓÚÖɯÙÌÈÓÓàɯÎÙÌÈÛɯÐÍɯàÖÜɯÕÌÌËɯÛÖɯÐÔ×ÙÖÝÌɯàÖÜÙɯÚÖÊÐÈÓɯÈÕËɯÊÖÔÔÜÕÐÊÈÛÐÖÕɯÚÒÐÓÓÚȭɯ(ɀËɯÏÐÎÏÓàɯ

recommend this program if you want to build your network, get career and professional advice or 

just get to know some of the faces that have graduated from the department and are able to 

provide some guidance based on their ex×ÌÙÐÌÕÊÌÚȭɁ 

× Ɂ3ÏÌɯ& 1-$3ɯÔÌÕÛÖÙÚÏÐ×ɯ×ÙÖÎÙÈÔɯÞÈÚɯÚÖɯÝÈÓÜÈÉÓÌɯÍÖÙɯÔÌȭɯɯ,àɯÔÌÕÛÖÙɯ×ÙÖÝÐËÌËɯÔÌɯÞÐÛÏɯ

assistance for job applications and creating a perfect resume /cover letter that helped me land 

multiple interviews and jobs offers. I am so grateful to have had the opportunity to chat with my 

mentor about all my questions for career life. He was so supportive, super friendly, and gave 

great advice. I am sure I will remain in contact with him throughout the years. This program has 

opened so many doors for me, ÈÕËɯ(ɯÚÛÙÖÕÎÓàɯÌÕÊÖÜÙÈÎÌɯÌÝÌÙàÖÕÌɯÛÖɯÛÈÒÌɯÈËÝÈÕÛÈÎÌȵɯɁ 

× Ɂ3ÏÈÕÒɯàÖÜɯɬ ÛÏÐÚɯÌß×ÌÙÐÌÕÊÌɯÏÈÚɯÉÌÌÕɯÈÔÈáÐÕÎɂ 

× Ɂ3ÏÈÕÒɯàÖÜɯÍÖÙɯÐÕÐÛÐÈÛÐÕÎɯÛÏÐÚɯÞÖÕËÌÙÍÜÓɯ×ÙÖÎÙÈÔȮɯ(ɯÙÌÈÓÓàɯËÐËɯÍÐÕËɯÐÛɯÚÖɯÏÌÓ×ÍÜÓɯÈÕËɯÙÌÞÈÙËÐÕÎȵɂ 

× ά L ƘŀǾŜ ƴƻǘƘƛƴƎ ōǳǘ ƎƻƻŘ ǘƘƛƴƎǎ ǘƻ ǎŀȅ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳΦ LΩǾŜ ƘŀŘ ŀ ǿƻƴŘŜǊŦǳƭ ƳŜƴǘƻǊ ŀƴŘ 

LΩǾŜ ŦƻǳƴŘ ƻǳǊ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎǎ ǊŜŀƭƭȅ ƘŜƭǇŦǳƭΦά 

 

    

  



GARNET Speaker Series 

 

In addition to the mentorship opportunity for alumni within the GARNET program, the 



GARNET – Career Showcase 

 

 

The inaugural GARNET Career Showcase was held on March 31, 2021. 

This event was held over Zoom. Company breakout rooms (which act as miniature 

Zoom sessions within the larger one) were created, and students were able to visit a 

company room (similar to an in-person event) and ask the company representatives 

questions.  Rather than a day-long event, it was only 90 minutes.  With the positive 

feedback from students and company representatives, it was determined that a longer 

event should be scheduled to accommodate a greater number of participating 

companies.  


